REMARKS ON SCHATTEN -VON NEUMANN CLASSES C p
Operator ideals C p (0< p $ «>) have been introduced by J. von Neumann and R. Schatten [7] in 1946. They are natural generalizations of the nuclear (trace-class) operators and tha Hilbert-Schmidt operators. In §1 we define the p-projeotive tensor product X ® Y of Banaoh spaoes X and Y and de-P scribe its dual space. In §2 we show that the analogue of tha Grothendieck theorem is not true for C p . In §3 we show that Cp (0 < p <1) does not have the minorant property. In §4 we consider Sohur multipliers on Cp, 0<p£1. In this paper we use the following notations N is the set of positive integers, R -real numbers, C -complex numbers, H -infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space, -n-dimensional Hilbert space, <*,*> is the scalar product in a Hilbert space. We write "operator" ("functional") instead of "linear operator" (respectively "linear functional"). If X and Y are Banaoh spaces then L(X,Y) is the spaoe of all continuous operators from X into Y with the usual operator norm. L(X) is the spaoe of all continuous operators on X. All considered linear spaoes are complex.
I am grateful to Marek Boiejko for drawing my attention to the subject of this paper and for helpful suggestions.
p-norms (0<p$1). p-projective tensor product of Banach spaoes
Let us recall that a real-valued function II* Hp on a linear space X is said to be a p-norm if for all x,y e X and X e C (i) [Mlp*0| ||*||p -0 if and only if x = 0, (ii) ||**||p »'U|||*|[p, (iii) |1* + "y||J<||x||P + ||7 ||P (p-triangle inequality).
It follows from (iii) that
5-1
II* + 7IIp ^ 2 (||*||p + b||p).
Putting d(x,y) = ||x -y||P we define a (translation invariant) metric on X. (X, II*lip) is said to be a prBanach spaoe, if the above metric is oomplete. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and X ® Y their algabraio tensor product. We define the function |Ml p on X ® Y as follows
where the infimum is taken over all representations n u -X! x i ® 7 i'
x i e z » 7 i e Y * Letting e->Owa get (iii). Now we prove (i). Let x* e X*, n y * e Y *, u as above. Then (x*®y*)(u) = 
i«1
The space (X ® Y, IMI p )» 0<p$1, need not to be complete. Let X ® Y denote its completion and we oall it the p-projeo-P tive tensor product of X and Y. Using the same idea as in [3] with obvious modifications one can show Theorem 1.2.
Let u e X ® Y and e > 0. Then there P oo exist sequences (x Q ) in X and (y n ) in Y such that u = > I x n®^n
and £] || x n || P ||y n || P < || u llp + e. oo OO a representation u = E ® y t that E || X-|J| P ||3' jJ| P < || u|| p + e< Then
Letting e 0 we obtain |f A ( u) | £ ||A |H|u|| p , so ||f A || < ||A||. Conversely, consider sequences (x Q ) in X and (y Q ) in Y such that ||x n || $1, ||y n || and
Then we have Proof. Let (e^ be an orthonormal basis in H, n e N. Let us define P ik :H -*• H, ^(«i) - 5 ii e k * Then n H P ikll2 B 1 and 2
The dual C* is isometrioally isomorphic to Cq and (K(H) )* • = C1, where K(H) is the space of all compact operators on H. The isomorphism is given by B e Cq
Il p ikll2 = n * Now we 08tim a t « n sup jC |Tr(P 1k B)I P i Be Co, ( Now we give an example of a multiplier on C^ which is not a multiplier on C p for 0 < p <1. Let I be the matrix of the identity operator. Since I = (<e i ,e ; j>) t I eMf^). Let us define the matrioes A" for neNt n A n (i,J) =
I-1
H otherwise.
Then we have ||l*A n || p = n p , hence, [|I* A n || p ->oo if n ~. On the other hand, ||A n || p = 1, so I oan not be a bounded (equivalent^ [11] , a continuous) operator on C p .
• Proposition 4.3. If 0 < p < q <1 then M(C p )c = M(C q ).
Proof. We use the following result of Oloff [8] . Using the so oalled K-method of real interpolation he showed that, ifO<p<r<oo and 0 < 9 < 1 then 
